This study aims to investigate the performance of test equating methods extended to mixed-format tests within the framework of Item Response Theory (IRT). To this end, a simulation study was conducted to compare equating errors of the mean/mean, mean/sigma, robust mean/sigma, Haebara, and Stocking-Lord methods under different conditions. Using 40-item tests, the effects of anchor length (10%, 20%, and 30%) and ability distribution (normal, negatively skewed, and positively skewed) were examined on a sample of 1000 participants. We used the common-item nonequivalent group design. The tests were developed using the three parameter logistic model for dichotomous simulated data and the generalized partial credit model for polytomous simulated data. The results of the study revealed that the robust mean/sigma method generally had the highest equating errors. When all conditions were evaluated, the least equating error occurred with the "Stocking-Lord" method in the case of positively skewed groups and a long anchor test (30%). Moreover, the results indicated that the groups with similar ability distributions (normal-normal, negatively skewednegatively skewed, and positively skewed-positively skewed) produced less equation errors than the groups with different ability distributions (negatively skewed-normal, positively skewed-normal, and positively skewed-negatively skewed).
Introduction
Standardized tests measure developments in students' instructional and basic skills. Standardized tests are developed by experts and are targeted for use as comprehensive objective items. Their content, instructions, implementation and scoring rules are predetermined. Measurement procedures undertaken by standardized tests address the effectiveness and quality of the test (Anastasi, 1988; Karaca, 2008; Kubiszyn and Borich, 2013; Nitko, 2004) . Item types include limited/unlimited open-ended, true-false and matching items as well as multiple choice items. Item types are generally classified in two categories. The first category includes limited or unlimited open-ended items to which participants give their answers, and the second one consists of multiple choice, matching, or true-false type objective items that provide the responder with two or more options to choose from (Crocker and Algina, 1986) . Objective items have consistent psychometric qualities. They are easy to respond, are effectively scored, can measure a large scope and ensure collection of evidence in a short time. Structured items have lower psychometric qualities and require higher costs for implementation and scoring, but they are more suitable to measure skills (Jodoin, 2003; Mbella, 2012) .
Standardized test scores are often used to make important decisions. While some of these decisions are at the individual level (such as which university the individual will be placed or which level of the course the individual will admitted to), other decisions are at the organizational level. Decisions that shape the social policy of the state are collected with these tests. Thus, it is crucial to use a structure that allows the use of different items on a common scale to ensure equality and make the right decisions (Cook and Eignor, 1991; Kolen and Brennan, 2004) .
Test Equating
There are situations that require testing of the same qualities in different individuals with different tests (security, justice, etc.) (Crocker and Algina, 1986) . Although test developers attempt to prepare tests as similar as possible in terms of knowledge, skills and content, it is impossible to prevent changes in test difficulty and the differentiation of content and statistical qualities from one test format to another. That is difficult for test developers, assessment experts and participants.
Test equating has been studied for 30 years and offers comparable scores when more than one test form is used (Dorans, 1990; Mohandas, 1996; Skaggs, 1990; Woldbeck, 1998) . According to Kolen and Brennan (2004) and Kim and Hanson (2002) , test equating is the use of different test forms interchangeably by arranging the scores in the test forms. Von Davier and Wilson (2007) define test equating process as obtaining scores that are convertible among different test formats.
Test equating procedures are undertaken based on CTT (Classical Test Theory) and IRT. However, when CTT is used, it is impossible to provide the equality and invariance assumptions (Kolen, 1981) . When IRT is used, individual abilities can be identified independently of the items. This indicates whether tests are difficult or easy, and it does not affect the individuals' abilities.
One-dimensional IRT models can be used when they satisfy unidimensionality and local independence. One-dimensional tests measure a single latent ability. Local independence is related to the independence of answers provided to the items by the participants based on their abilities. IRT is generally based on the possibility of answering one item correctly. The possibility addressed here is a function generated by the individual's ability and the item difficulty. This item response function can be represented in graphic form, and it is called the test characteristic curve (Hambleton, Swaminathan and Rogers, 1991; Kolen and Brennan, 2004; Tian, 2011) .
There is no need to equate IRT operations because IRT has an invariance characteristic. When calibration operations are conducted on item parameters, the abilities can be directly identified. However, this is sometimes not possible in real applications (Tian, 2011) . For instance, when anchor item design is used in nonequivalent groups, samples are from different populations, and item parameters are obtained from two different tests. This situation calls for separate calibrations. When separate calibrations are implemented, it is necessary to place item parameters in a common scale. Therefore, two values are calculated to obtain a linear transformation by using equivalent methods. The A slope and B constant values are obtained via several methods that help identify the individual's ability levels in different test forms. The equation used for this calculation is provided below: θ: ability θ*: individual's ability level in the test that has not been taken A: slope B: intercept;
The tests with anchor item design in nonequivalent groups should be as similar as possible in terms of content and difficulty. There are differences in ability among groups because the groups are assigned randomly. When this design is used, tests do not have to be implemented in the same period differences in ability distribution and can be measured based on the results obtained from common tests. The common tests can be used as criteria for the tests that are equated. Anchor items are used to identify group performances when equating the tests. The scores in one of the forms are equated to the other test form. Common tests are shorter than the regular tests, and their reliability is lower but they test the same structures. Anchor item design is a more effective design because it allows the use of non-equivalent groups and because the groups do not have to take two test forms (single implementation). However, this design has some limitations. Group 1 that takes the A form will never take the B form; group 2 that takes the B test can never take the A test. Therefore, different models are used for equating (Angoff, 1971; Dorans, Moses and Eignor, 2010; Holland, Von Davier, Sinharay and Han, 2006; Kang and Petersen, 2009; Kolen, 1988; Petersen, Kolen and Hoover, 1993; Sinharay and Holland, 2007) . Detailed information regarding these models is provided below: Separate Calibration Methods. Separate calibration methods can be examined under two headings: moment methods (mean-mean, mean-sigma and robust mean-sigma) and characteristic curve methods (Stocking Lord and Haebara) . Below you can find detailed information about these methods:
Mean-Mean. Mean-mean method defined by Loyd and Hoover (1980) calculates A and B coefficients by using the means of discrimination and difficulty parameters. The equation that will be used in the calculation is provided below: (Hambleton, Swaminathan and Rogers, 1991) . The equation that will be used in the calculation is provided below: bic: difficulty parameter for i scale bjc: difficulty parameters for j scale (basic test) Stocking Lord and Haebara. SL and HA methods are characteristic curve methods that take both difficulty and discrimination parameters into consideration (Hambleton, Swaminathan and Rogers, 1991) . In this model, transformation constants are first identified. Then the differences between the tests or item characteristic curves are calculated. The decreases in these differences are investigated. "Haebara Approach" was developed by Haebara (1980) and calculates the difference between item characteristic curves by taking the sums of the square of the differences in each item characteristic curve. Mathematical expression of this method is presented below: Bastari (2000) examined the effect of anchor item ratio and ability distribution on test equating via simulative data and mixed models. The abundance of anchor item number and similarity in distribution provides more effective outcomes. Kim and Lee (2004) compared MM, MS, HA and SL methods in mixed models based on IRT. This study examined anchor item length and ability distributions. It found that characteristic curve methods usually produce more accurate results than moment methods. Similar ability distributions produce more accurate results versus different ability distributions. Tian (2011) compared Stocking Lord and synchronic calibration methods with anchor item design in nonequivalent groups. The study utilized simulative data and showed that increases in the length of the item decreased the rate of errors. Accordingly, the IRT-based test equating methods (MM, MS, RMS, SL, HB) result in less equating error in tests in mixed models that examine the effects of anchor item ratio and ability distribution based on anchor item design in nonequivalent groups.
Method Equating Design
Comparison of equating methods under specific factors is often used in simulation studies because real test situations are more complex and include higher number of factors (Harris and Crouse, 1993) . When simulation studies are designed with careful consideration, it is possible for them to represent real data. Researchers benefit from existing test parameters while generating simulative data (Harris and Crouse, 1993; Holland, von Davier, Sinharay and Han, 2006) . Therefore, simulative studies provide a pre-model for real test data. This study utilized simulative data to contribute to the theoretical field and to identify the effects of anchor item ratio and ability distribution on equating studies on mixed models. A literature review undertaken for this study has not shown any simulative studies regarding the effect of various ability distributions.
Many designs can be used in test equating studies. The design of this study was established as anchor item design for nonequivalent groups. Kolen (1988) reported that anchor item design is commonly used in nonequivalent groups for safety and practicality.
Simulation Factors
IRT models are classified into two as dichotomously scored items and polytomously scored items. Dichotomous and polytomous items can be used separately or they can be used in the same study. This study assumed that dichotomously scored items consisted of multiple choice items, and polytomously scored items included open-ended items. 3PLM and GPCM (generalized partial credit model) were used for dichotomously and polytomously scored items, respectively. The 3PLM was selected based on the probability of providing correct answers by chance-a situation that is observed in large scale tests. In their study on mixed models to determine model-data fit by using real data (Iowa Tests of Basic Skills); Chon, Lee and Ansley (2007) reported that use of GPCM and 3PLM or 2PLM together provided the best fit. Therefore, GPCM was selected for polytomous items.
The first factor selected in the study is the anchor item ratio. Anchor items should be reliable and at sufficient length to reveal the data. Only in this way can a good fit can be obtained. According to Kolen & Brennan (2004) , the rate of anchor items in mixed models with 40 or more items should be 20% or higher. In this study, the anchor item ratio was 10%, 20% and 30%, and the effect of anchor item ratios on test equating was examined. Anchor items can be selected from dichotomously or polytomously scored items or both. In this study, anchor items were selected from both dichotomously and polytomously scored items. Tate's (2000) study proposed the use of mixed anchor items because anchor items in mixed models represent the test better in terms of content and qualities. Tian's (2011) study also reported the item rate that is generally scored in a multiple manner and changes between 20% and 40% of the entire test. Table 1 presents the number of dichotomous and polytomous items in tests that may or may not be common. The second factor was ability distribution. According to Kolen (1985) , skewed distribution can often be observed in some large-scale tests. The assessment of skewed distributions via normal distribution assumptions may generate inaccurate results. Kang and Petersen (2009) reported that skewed ability distributions should be studied. In this study, normal, positively skewed and negatively skewed distributions were compared with similar ability distributions in this study. Next, positively and negatively skewed distributions were compared with each other as well as normal distributions. In this way, the effects of 6 different ability distributions on test equating were studied. Bastari's (2000) also focused on similar and different ability distributions. Bastari reported that similar ability distributions based on N(0-1) -N(0-1) and N(0-1) -N(1-1) distributions generated less erroneous results in test equating. Figure 1 represents the ability distributions of the equated groups.
Figure 1. Ability distributions of equated groups
The study examined 900 replications-100 each for 9 structures based on ability distributions (normal, positively skewed, and negatively skewed) and anchor item ratios (4,8, and 12 items) for dichotomous and polytomous items. Han (2008) also generated 100 replications for each case. Harwell, Stone, Hsu and Kirisci (1996) stated that at least 25 replications are required in studies where parameter values are manipulated. In total, 90 conditions were investigated in the study when sub-dimensions of the variables were considered (6x5x3). These conditions are 6 cases related to ability distribution, 5 cases related to equating methods and 3 cases related to anchor item ratios.
Data Generation
This study took the sample size (1000 individuals) and test length (40 items) as constant factors. A sample of 1000 is a convenient number for getting accurate results and is an appropriate foundation for comparison (Fitzpatrick and Yen, 2001 ). Spence (1996) also reported that test length should be at least 35 items for a reliable calculations.
The study first generated the item parameters for tests with different anchor item ratios (4/40, 8/40 and 12/40) with the help of WINGEN3 program (Han and Hambleton, 2007) . Normal distributions were used while distributions were generated. Ability distributions were generated by holding standard deviations constant and by changing the means. The means were 1.0, 0.0 and -1.0. Bastari (2000) , Cao (2008) , and Kim and Lee (2004) also took standard deviations as a constant and changed the means to generate distributions.
Parameters that were similar to real data were used. Discrimination, difficulty and chance parameters were respectively determined as U(0.5,1.5), b N(0,1) and c BETA(8,32) in the 3PLM. A uniform (regular) distribution was used while identifying the discrimination parameters and the 0.5-1.5 range was used for limitations to represent real data. In a study on item transformation and classification in mixed models, Montgomery (2012) used a uniform distribution for discrimination parameters. Difficulty parameters were derived from normal distribution and the mean was determined to be 0, and the standard deviation was 1. The α and β values were 8 and 32, respectively, while determining the chance parameters and beta distribution. The study assumed that polytomous items were open-ended items and scored in 5 categories. The items in the research consisted of 5 categories and were scored as 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4. A parameter for GPCM was determined to be the same with 3PLM and the b parameter was N(-1.5,0.2), N(-0.5, 0.2), N(0.5, 0.2), and N(1.5,0.2).
The psychometric qualities (difficulty and discrimination values) of the tests generated in the study were similar, and thus they were equated with a horizontal equation. Six test forms for three different anchor items were generated. This resulted in three item groups while equating the two test forms. These include anchor items (A), basic test items test (T) and items related to (K) for comparison.
Table 2. Item groups used in anchor item design in nonequivalent groups

Sample (T) (K) Anchor Items (A)
Groups 1  
Groups 2  
This ensured that all item groups in the study had the same psychometric qualities and these test forms were placed at the end of the anchor item set tests to equate two by two. Item parameters of anchor item sets were defined to be the same in different test forms. For example, the last 4 items in test forms with 4 common items in a 40-item test have the same parameters. This is done to place ability parameters estimated via anchor items in a common scale and to form links between the test forms to be equated. In this manner, A (curve) and B (constant) values are used in the equation to ensure transformation of test scores from different test forms. Ability distributions were generated as secondary. Ability distributions were formed as normal N(0,1), negatively skewed N(1,1) and positively skewed N(-1,1) . A main group and 100 comparison replicates were generated to ensure stability. The main group took the TO test form whereas the comparison groups took the KO test form. TO and KO test forms were supposed to measure the same structure.
Data Analysis
Item and ability parameters related to study data were predicted with the help of PARSCALE 4.1 program. The PARSCALE program uses a likelihood ratio chi-square method and a separate calibration to predict item parameters. Parameter estimations were undertaken for each of the TO and KO tests and each of the different ability distributions in the same calibration method (Bastari, 2000) . In this study, item parameter estimates were identified for 100 groups that took the TO test after identifying the item parameter estimates for the group that took the KO test. Item parameters were placed on the same scale through calibration and item parameters obtained after transformation and the abilities of the responders were predicted again by using logistic functions. Therefore, ability distributions for each test were similar. The study utilized the EAP (Bock and Mislevy, 1982) method, which is used for universal parameters. Ability predictions were obtained by using the mean ability of the group.
Equation coefficients for different methods were identified by equating item parameters through the IRTEQ program. Therefore, the participants who took the TO form also took the KO form, and their abilities were determined through equation coefficients. The difference between abilities obtained from the TO form and the predicted abilities obtained from KO form was used to identify errors. The RMSD (Root Mean Square Differences) measure was used for this purpose. The RMSD equating criteria is a measure that is often used.
Equating Criteria. RMSD was used as the equating criteria to identify the best equating method. Low RMSD means point to the fact that the method undertakes equations with fewer errors. While RMSD means allow investigation of method accuracy, they also compare mean errors with methods (Tian, 2011) . The ability parameters should be similar to obtain low RMSD means. Table 3 presents the findings for equating errors based on 10%, 20% and 30% anchor item ratios when the groups are normal-normal, negatively skewed-normal, positively skewed-normal, negatively skewednegatively skewed, positively skewed-positively skewed, and positively skewed-negatively skewed. The investigation of all conditions shows that the SL method provided the least number of errors when positively skewed-positively skewed distributions were equated. Examination of error ratios generated by MM, MS, RMS, HA and SL methods based on changing anchor item ratio shows that 10% anchor item ratio provided the most errors but mean errors decreased when 20% and 30% anchor item ratio was used. This might be related to representativeness of anchor items. Bastari (2000) , Hills, Subhiyah and Hirsch (1988) and Tate (2000) reported that increasing anchor item ratio from 10% to 20% significantly decreased equating errors. Meng (2012) and Cohen and Kim (1998) found that increasing the anchor item numbers decreased equating errors. These results are similar to our findings. He's (2011) study identified that increases in anchor item ratios did not significantly affect the results. This result is contradictory to the findings of this study and the difference is believed to have been caused by the methods. The RMS method had the highest error rate. In their study that compared RMS and the characteristic curve method SL, Stocking and Lord (1983) found that the SL method was superior to the RMS method. In their study which compared MM, MS, RMS and SL methods, Cohen and Kim (1998) showed that the most erroneous results were provided with the RMS method similar to our data.
Findings and Discussion
The results do not suggest a single method with the lowest error rate. However, characteristic curve methods starting from 20% anchor item ratio generally result in less error. Cohen & Kim (1998) , Kim and Kolen (2006) and Kim and Lee (2004) reported that characteristic curve methods provide better results than moment methods. Our results agree with the literature. Lower error ratios in characteristic curve methods can be explained via the sensitivity of these methods to the changes in the conditions. Indeed, Baker and Al Karni (1991) , Cohen and Kim (1998) and Stocking and Lord (1983) showed that characteristic curve methods have structures that allow removal of inconsistencies and are more sensitive to test qualities.
Baker and Al Karni (1991) studied both horizontal and vertical equating and found that the MM method generated more accurate results than the SL method. This finding is contradictory to the findings of the current study, and the difference may be related to vertical equating practice. This study shows that the SL method generates fewer errors than the HA method. Lee and Ban (2010) found that the Haebara method generated fewer errors than the Stocking Lord method. This finding is contradictory to our findings. The difference might be related to the selected design. Kilmen (2010) reported that the SL method generated fewer erroneous results than the HA method.
Examination of error ratios shows that mean errors related to similar ability distributions are close and significantly lower than mean errors related to different ability distributions. Cao (2008) , Kilmen (2010) , Meng (2012) and Paek and Young (2005) found that changes in ability distribution are effective at equating. The results obtained from equating groups with similar ability distributions are more accurate than the results obtained from equating groups with different ability distributions. These findings are consistent with the results of the current study.
Based on the test findings, we suggest using equating among groups with similar ability distributions and 20% and higher anchor item ratios in equations implemented on groups with similar ability distributions. The robust means-sigma method is not suggested for use because it generates high error rates under conditions when distributions are not similar. This research is a theoretical simulative study undertaken to identify the effects of specific factors. Similar studies can be implemented on real data. Ability distributions can be studied with different factors. Comparisons can be undertaken by using more than one criteria rather than a single equating criterion.
